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Abstract: Detrending is required to enable robust parameterization of surface roughness by removing large topographic trends from fluvial
data. A range of detrending methods exist in the literature; however, there is limited presentation of the effect of these methods on output
roughness statistics. Here, the results of non-detrended data compared with flat-surface detrending (e.g., removal of bed slope and setup
misalignment) and moving-window detrending (e.g., removal of nonlinear bed undulations) are presented for a wide suite of roughness
statistics. Digital elevation models (DEMs) of gravel surfaces obtained from the field and the laboratory are analyzed. Roughness statistics
include the coefficient of variation of the standard deviation of elevations, standard deviation of elevations, skewness, kurtosis, inclination
index, and horizontal roughness lengths from second-order structure functions. Similarities exist between non-detrended data and the data
detrended using flat-surface detrending. The moving-window detrending method, which removes larger topographic signatures and roughness scales (e.g., the influence of bed forms), results in lower roughness statistics in the coefficient of variation, standard deviation of
elevations, and horizontal roughness lengths. In contrast, higher values of skewness and kurtosis are observed with the moving-window
detrending method. These observed differences in roughness statistics for studied detrending methods support the use of a moving-window
detrending method for robust grain-roughness parameterization. Furthermore, it is highlighted that comparisons between grain-roughness
studies need to ensure that the same procedure of detrending has been applied. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)HY.1943-7900.0001612. © 2019
American Society of Civil Engineers.

Introduction
The ease of collecting high-resolution topographic data has facilitated the accurate quantification of bed topography in a multitude
of geomorphic applications. In fluvial research, roughness parameterization is increasingly under investigation due to the dynamic
interactions between sediment and flow (Aberle and Nikora 2006;
Baewert et al. 2014; Hodge et al. 2009a) and the need for quantitative inputs for flow resistance equations and hydraulic models
(Aberle and Smart 2003; Tuijnder and Ribberink 2012). Accurate
parameterization is required to avoid errors in modeling (Lane
2005; Morvan et al. 2008). Among these issues, guidance on how
to work with these topographic data sets is needed in order to provide coherence in research, including recommendations on analytical procedures such as detrending methods.
Surface detrending is common practice in topographic surveys
because this removes larger-scale trends that would otherwise conceal the scale of interest (Hodge et al. 2009a; Smart et al. 2002).
Grain-roughness parameterization often removes large-scale topography, including the influence of bed slope or bed forms (Bertin
and Friedrich 2014; Curran and Waters 2014; Hodge et al. 2009a;
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Smart et al. 2004). However, there needs to be a compromise
between the trends removed from the surface and the loss of
key topographic information contributing toward the surface
roughness (Aberle and Nikora 2006; Hodge et al. 2009a; James
et al. 2007).
Soil roughness studies have identified that roughness properties
are sensitive to the detrending method used and the measured
roughness scale (Verhoest et al. 2008; Diaz et al. 2010). Gravelbed roughness studies have used a range of methods for detrending,
including linear trends in both the cross-stream and downstream
directions (Cooper and Tait 2009; Curran and Waters 2014), a
second-order biquadratic filter (Bertin and Friedrich 2014), and
a moving filter that removes a higher-degree polynomial trend
(Bertin et al. 2017; Powell et al. 2016; Smart et al. 2002). Besides,
a moving filter controls the scale of the trend being removed from
the surface, which enables isolation of differing scales of roughness, including bed form or grain roughness (Bertin et al. 2017).
The detrending methods used in relevant studies for gravel-bed
roughness characterization are summarized in Table 1.
These variations in detrending methods used in research demonstrate a need for an investigation into the effect of detrending on
roughness statistics to enable a consistent output of roughness
parameters comparable across studies (Bertin et al. 2017) and to
provide recommendations on the required detrending method specific to the research (Diaz et al. 2010). The aim of this study is to
build upon existing analysis and investigate the effect of detrending
methods on a wider range of roughness parameters.

Methodology
With the objective of this study being the assessment of detrending
procedures, previously published data are used (Bertin et al. 2017;
Groom et al. 2018b), with a concise overview of the data collection
process and methodology presented next, and further details
presented in the cited papers.
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Table 1. Summary of detrending methods used in gravel-bed roughness studies
Detrending method
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References
Aberle and Smart (2003)
Aberle and Nikora (2006)
Aberle et al. (2010)
Baewert et al. (2014)
Bertin et al. (2013)
Bertin and Friedrich (2014)
Bertin and Friedrich (2016)
Bertin et al. (2017)
Bertin and Friedrich (2018)
Butler et al. (2001)
Brasington et al. (2012)
Coleman et al. (2011)
Cooper and Tait (2009)
Curran and Waters (2014)
Groom et al. (2018a)
Hodge et al. (2009a)
James et al. (2007)
Mao et al. (2011)
Millane et al. (2006)
Nelson et al. (2014)
Noss and Lorke (2016)
Ockelford and Haynes (2013)
Pearson et al. (2017)
Powell et al. (2016)
Qin et al. (2012)
Smart et al. (2002)
Smart et al. (2004)
Schneider et al. (2015)
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Data Collection
Five digital elevation models (DEMs) are analyzed (three from a
field environment and two from the laboratory). Field DEMs
were collected from the bar head of exposed gravel bars in the
Whakatiwai Stream, New Zealand (Bertin and Friedrich 2016).
Laboratory DEMs were collected from armored beds generated
in the flume, at a constant flow rate of 84 L=s and a water depth
of 0.225 m, under sediment starvation conditions. Differences in
the two lab surfaces result from the sediment mixtures (15% sand
and 85% gravel and 9% sand and 91% gravel, respectively).
All five surfaces are presented in recent work, where Lab 1 and
Lab 2 refer to the surfaces Sed1_Q2 and Sed2_Q2 [Table 1 in
Bertin et al. (2017)] and field surfaces reflect the same naming
structure. Further details of the surfaces, including DEM-size and
grain-size information, have been given by Bertin et al. (2017).
Surface grain sizes were determined using Basegrain version
2.2.0.4, which automatically detects the intermediate grain axis
from a single vertical photograph (Detert and Weitbrecht 2012).
The subscript A is used to define the surface sediment (separate
from the bulk sediment).
All DEMs were obtained by the photogrammetric technique
using a pair of Nikon D5100 cameras with Nikkor 20-mm lenses
installed in stereo vertically above the gravel. Cameras were calibrated (Zhang 2000) and images were rectified (maximum error
<1 pixel) before using a stereo-matching algorithm (Gimel’farb
2002) to generate point cloud data. Point clouds were subsequently
interpolated onto a regular grid (1-mm spacing) to obtain DEMs,
which underwent quality testing, including the replacement of
outliers using bicubic spline interpolation (less than 1% of DEM
points) and normalizing the DEMs (by subtracting the mean value)
to have a mean bed level equal to zero. All DEM resolution
and vertical errors (0.36–0.59 mm) were small compared with the
© ASCE

sediment size, which is a precondition for suitable grain-roughness
characterization (Hodge et al. 2009b).
Detrending Methods
To simultaneously determine any bed slope and setup misalignment
(Bertin and Friedrich 2014), commonly, a flat surface is fitted to
the raw DEMs [Eq. (1)] (e.g., Aberle and Nikora 2006; Bertin
and Friedrich 2016). In other literature, this is known as bilinear
detrending (i.e., linear detrending in both the streamwise and
transverse direction); however, this method is herein referred to as
flat-surface detrending
ztrend ¼ a0 þ a1 x þ a2 y

ð1Þ

where ai = constants; x and y = horizontal coordinates (parallel and
perpendicular to the flow direction, respectively); and z = elevation.
Secondly, a moving-window detrending strategy (Smart et al.
2002; Powell et al. 2016; Bertin et al. 2017) was used and aimed
at removing large scale distortions of the bed surface (i.e., bed
forms), such as hollows and humps larger than typical cluster size.
Following the method of Smart et al. (2002), the trend surface was
estimated over a grid with point spacing 1.25 × D90A , with the
elevation of grid points measured by averaging DEM data points
within a circle of diameter 2.5 × D90A centered on the grid point.
Bicubic spline interpolation was used to interpolate between trend
surface grid points and the location of the original DEM data
points. Examples of two surfaces following both detrending
methods are presented in Fig. 1.
Calculation of Roughness Parameters
Using the raw DEMs (i.e., non-detrended) and following the application of both detrending methods, surface metrics were calculated
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Fig. 1. Example DEMs: Field 1 after (a) flat-surface detrending; (b) moving-window detrending; Lab 2 after (c) flat-surface detrending; and
(d) moving-window detrending.

to obtain roughness parameters. Bed elevation moments including
the standard deviation of elevations (i.e., vertical roughness)
(Aberle and Nikora 2006; Noss and Lorke 2016), skewness (indication of water-working) (Aberle and Nikora 2006), and kurtosis
(measure of uniformity) (Coleman et al. 2011) were calculated.
Further, the inclination index was calculated to assess the imbrication of particles (Millane et al. 2006; Smart et al. 2004), and the
horizontal roughness lengths (Lx and Ly ) from second-order structure functions were calculated to quantify the correlations of the
bed elevation in different directions (Nikora et al. 1998).
In order to assess the spatial variations in roughness parameters,
a moving-window approach was undertaken whereby the metrics
were calculated for increasing moving-window sizes across the
DEM [Groom et al. (2018b) has given more details]. Each window
size was normalized by the D50A (i.e., median grain size of the surface sediment) in order to facilitate comparisons between surfaces
studied. For a given window size, the window was moved across
the DEM, with an overlap of 95% between successive windows to
ensure adequate calculation of roughness statistics (Groom et al.
2018b). Finally, the coefficient of variation (CV) of the standard
deviation of elevations (calculated as the standard deviation of this
parameter determined over all moving windows, divided by the
mean and expressed as a percentage) was calculated to provide
information regarding the spatial variability across a surface.

Results
The CV of the standard deviation of elevations reduces with increased moving-window size for all three detrending methods, with
similarities between non-detrended data and flat-surface detrending
(Fig. 2). Moving-window detrending data have lower CV values
© ASCE

compared with the other methods up to moving-window sizes of
ð10 × D50A Þ2 , except for Field 2. Both the similarities in roughness
properties between non-detrended and flat-surface detrending, and
lower values in moving-window detrending, are repeated when
calculating the standard deviation of elevations (Fig. 3).
Similarities exist for all detrending methods in skewness
and kurtosis (in Fields 1 and 3 and Lab 2); however, at larger
moving-window sizes, the moving-window detrending method
demonstrates higher values (Figs. 4 and 5). All patches display
positive median skewness values, regardless of detrending.
Due to the scale of Fig. 6, for inclination index (I0), visually it
appears there are limited differences between all detrending methods. However, a detailed examination evidences differences in I0
between detrending methods close to 20%, which is in accordance
with the differences observed for the other parameters. Nevertheless, all patches have positive median inclination index values.
Horizontal roughness values (Lx and Ly ) are significantly lower
for moving-window detrending (Figs. 7 and 8). There are similarities between non-detrended data and flat-surface detrending for the
majority of patches, but Fields 1 and 2 have the highest values in
the non-detrended data (Figs. 7 and 8).
To summarize, there are lower statistics for the data detrended
with the moving-window detrending in CV of the standard
deviation of elevations (except Field 2), standard deviation of elevations, and horizontal roughness lengths (Figs. 2, 3, 7, and 8).
In contrast, there are higher values for skewness and kurtosis
(Figs. 4 and 5) for moving-window detrending. For the majority
of patches, there are similarities in the non-detrended data and
flat-surface detrending for each roughness parameter.
Another important observation are the observed decreases in the
variability in roughness statistics with increases in moving-window
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Fig. 2. Coefficient of variation of the standard deviation of elevations expressed as a percentage for each detrending method with changes in movingwindow size for the five surfaces.
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Fig. 3. Standard deviation of elevations for each detrending method with changes in moving-window size for the five surfaces. Horizontal lines added
to display plateau in values for moving-window detrending.
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Fig. 4. Skewness values for each detrending method with changes in moving-window size for the five surfaces. Horizontal lines added to display
plateau in values for moving-window detrending.
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Fig. 5. Kurtosis values for each detrending method with changes in moving-window size for the five surfaces. Horizontal lines added to display
plateau in values for moving-window detrending.
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Fig. 6. Inclination index values for each detrending method with changes in moving-window size for the five surfaces. Horizontal lines added to
display plateau in values for moving-window detrending.
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Fig. 7. Horizontal roughness lengths in the downstream direction (Lx ) determined from second-order structure functions for each detrending method,
with changes in moving-window size for the five surfaces. Horizontal lines added to display plateau in values for moving-window detrending.
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Fig. 8. Horizontal roughness lengths in the transverse direction (Ly ) determined from second-order structure functions, for each detrending
method, with changes in moving-window size for the five surfaces. Horizontal lines added to display plateau in values for moving-window
detrending.
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size until a plateau is reached. Plateaus are displayed with a horizontal solid line. This indicates that a sufficient DEM size is needed
in order to obtain roughness statistics representative of the surface
(Bertin et al. 2017; Groom et al. 2018b). In the CV graphs, particularly for the Field DEMs (Fig. 2), there are plateaus in the data
using flat-surface detrending, followed by a further decrease in
CV at larger window sizes [e.g., at ð20 × D50A Þ2 in Fields 1 and 3].
This is attributed to two scales of roughness present across the surface and provides evidence for the surface heterogeneity evident in
natural systems (Graham et al. 2010; Nelson et al. 2014). Because
this is was touched upon by Groom et al. (2018b), the discussion
of these observations is limited in the present study and instead, the
focus is on the implications of the results displaying the effect of
detrending.

Discussion
Using a moving-window detrending method, extracts of differing
roughness statistics compared were with those obtained using other
detrending methods (for all parameters), with the findings offering
evidence of a sensitivity to the method of detrending in previous
applications and the existence of multiple scales of roughness
(Bertin et al. 2017; Diaz et al. 2010; Robert 1990). Moving-window
detrending provides lower roughness statistics for multiple parameters (except skewness and kurtosis) due to the detection of grains
only, as a result of the bed form removal (Smart et al. 2002; Bertin
et al. 2017). For the case of horizontal roughness lengths (Figs. 7
and 8), rather than similarities between the non-detrended and flatsurface detrended data, the non-detrended method produces higher
values (in Fields 1 and 2). The importance of removing trends from
the data before calculating second-order structure functions has
previously been highlighted (Goring et al. 1999). Here, as a result
of the non-detrended data lacking first-order stationarity, the predictions of horizontal roughness lengths are deemed to be inaccurate and meaningless for grain-roughness parameterization.
Certain roughness parameters attain stable median values
(i.e., plateau) at smaller window sizes than in the case of flatsurface detrending, and with less variability. Bertin et al. (2017)
related this to moving-window detrending removing the effect of
bed forms and measuring grain roughness only because in this case,
topographic irregularity and roughness related solely to surfacegrain characteristics. In contrast, DEMs detrended with a flat surface also incorporate surface roughness due to bed forms, which
occur at a larger spatial scale than grain roughness and therefore
require larger DEM sizes to obtain representative roughness parameters (Powell et al. 2016; Bertin et al. 2017; Groom et al. 2018b).
Throughout a majority of previous studies (Table 1), detrending
is briefly mentioned as a necessary step in the process of DEM
analysis. However, rarely is the significance of this step in the
analysis stated, and some studies fail to mention the method of detrending (i.e., removing a linear trend or more complex trends), as
indicated in Table 1. This study demonstrates that the method of
detrending influences not only the output statistics but also the
roughness scale of interest (e.g., grain roughness or bed form
roughness). Therefore, for an effective detrending method, the scale
of investigation must be considered prior to analysis in order to
remove an appropriate trend, as shown in this study and previous
studies on gravel patches (Bertin et al. 2017; Hodge et al. 2009a;
Nestler and Sutton 2000). Comparisons of roughness between
studies need to ensure the same procedure of detrending has been
followed, in that the same trend has been removed, in order for the
same roughness scale (e.g., grain roughness) to be considered
(Qin and Ng 2012; Trevisani and Cavalli 2016).
© ASCE

Finally, although this study has presented the need to remove
large topographic trends for grain-roughness parameterization,
it is essential that for certain applications, such as linking flow processes to topography, meaningful trends of significance are not
removed (Smith 2014). For example, local flow properties are influenced by the turbulence generated by the clusters observed in
patches (e.g., Robert et al. 1996), but also by topography, which
is outside of the measurement window (e.g., Lamarre and Roy
2005; Legleiter et al. 2007). Therefore, if the influence of larger
trends and the effect of clusters are removed, vital aspects of the
topography that interact with the flow are subsequently removed.
It must be considered what the resultant roughness statistics are
aiming to represent, whether that be capturing the topographic detail or in use for explaining the interactions at the sediment–water
interface in rivers. This study provides insights into the relevance of
detrending in analysis but also provides useful information regarding the surface. This avenue of research has been recently investigated, with results from a large number of surfaces presented
by Bertin et al. (2017). Together, these studies show the importance
of consistent analytical methods for gravel-bed DEMs, enabling
comparisons of roughness measured between studies, and to further
advances, not only in parameterizing roughness from the bed
topography but also in understanding how the bed roughness can
influence local flow properties.

Conclusion
Building on existing research demonstrating the importance of
characterizing the multiple scales of roughness across a gravel
patch, this work has presented the effect of detrending on roughness parameters. Across both field environments and laboratory
surfaces, there are similarities between the non-detrended data
and data detrended using the flat-surface method. Throughout a
suite of roughness statistics (including CV, standard deviation of
elevations, and horizontal roughness lengths), those values detrended using the moving-window method have lower statistics
than found when using the other methods. In contrast, there are
higher values in the moving-window detrended data compared with
the other methods for roughness statistics including skewness and
kurtosis. This assessment shows that using moving-window detrending provides the optimal results for grain-roughness studies
due to the removal of the bed form roughness, thereby enabling
accurate characterization of grain structure across a surface. Therefore, it is important to determine the scale of interest prior to
analysis, and comparisons among studies require consistency in detrending methods in order to adequately compare the same scale of
roughness.
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